The starting point of this paper is the following theorem of Orey [l]: Let T be a linear operator on L\ of the integers (i.e., T acts on absolutely convergent series). Assume (a) T is positive (i.e., if / is a nonnegative function on the integers then so is Tf), We will now give a proof of the above lemma. We will start with the following:
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Definition.
We will call a function g a version of g (g^O) if for some integer », g is obtained from g by the following process: Let g = gi+giwheregi^0andgi^0
(for the rest of this definition all functions will be nonnegative). Let 7gi = g2+f2andlet 7gi = g<+i+£<+i. Let
Received by the editors September 26, 1968. Let/ = g -Ä, gïïO, &=g0. It is easy to see that without loss of generality we could assume that both g and h are 0 for all but one integer.
(1) If lim<H>00 (lim<H.s0/r<| rn(g-A)|d«)=0 then we are finished by (b'). We can therefore assume that (1) is false, i.e., there is an a>0 such that the left side of (1) is >a. This implies (2) given e we can find an « such that Tng = r-\-s, r^O, s'SiO, frdv>(l-e) fgdv,\im^x fTisdu>a/2 (r = ini(Tng, T"h)).
( (2) is true for g or h so we assume it true for g.) (3) We can find a version f, of r, r = ri+r2+ • • • +*"m+ »"»», such that r" i = l, ■ ■ ■ , m, is 0 or a multiple of g, and ffmdv<efrdv.
[(a), (b) with u replaced by v, and (c) imply (3) by a standard argument which goes as follows: Letj be the integer at which g is non 0. Let fi+i be the part of TV,-that has support at j. It is enough to show that lim,,-*«, ffn = 0 and we may assume that the support of r is one point, I. Let ß(l) = lim,,-,«,/rn when the support of r -l.
/"y^li /"i=T -ß(l). Since (E*-i T&i) (J)=co< 't is easily seen that 18(7) =0. Since (¿¿i 7*8/) (0^0, /3(j) =0 implies that /3(/) =0.] (4) (2) and (3) imply that we can get a version g of g such that g^yg+s where 7> (1 -e)2. (s is defined in (2).) (5) It follows from (4), since « could be made arbitrarily small, that for any large number M we could find a version f of g such that g>Ms' where s' has the property that lim¿_00/ris'a'w>Q! large enough.
(6) It follows from (5) that fTKgdu > \Ma for all K. Using remark (A), if K is large enough we could write TKg= E"-i T*(TK~*gi) + T"(TK-"gn) whereg= EZ-xgi+g-and T*g= E?=i T*-*gt+T*-*g., If sup ||rn||i = T3 this shows that fTKgdu>\Ma(B)~l, but since M could be arbitrarily large this contradicts (b'). Another Proof of Orey's Theorem. The same kind of argument as the one above will give another proof of Orey's theorem, and we will now indicate how to do this. (We will assume that (a)-(d) are true for the measure u, and we will forget about v.) (V) We could, as before, assume that/=g -h where g^0, h^0
and g and h have only 1 point in their support (i.e., g = 8x, h -8v).
(2') It is enough to show that lim"-»«,/| Tng-Tn+1g\du = 0. To see this note that (3) tells us we can get a version h oî h such that h"=hi-r ■ ■ --rhn-rhn where each hi is 0 or a multiple of g and fhndu <e. (2') now follows from Remark A.
(3') Given M we can find a>0, n>N, and a version g of g such that g = 2"=i gt+gn where g,-= 0 for i<n -M and gi = ag for n -M i^n. This follows easily from (d).
(4') Given €>0 we can find a version g of g such that g= ¿ZT=i gi+gm, fgmdu<€ and where each g,-= ^'_i gi,j and for fixed j all the gi,j are 0 except for a block of M consecutive i and for these i all the gij are equal to the same multiple of g. To get (4') we use (3'). Then apply (3) to get a version g of gn where g= ¿Zki=ï g'i+g'k, fgkdu is very small and each g¡ is a multiple of g. We next apply this whole process to each g[, etc.
(5') Let g be the version of g constructed in (4'). By Remark A, TK~lg= Zr=i rx-'g¿-f-r*-""gm and hence 
